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Abstract—Despite advances in making datacenters dependable, failures still happen. This is particularly onerous for long-running “big
data” applications, where partial failures can lead to significant losses and lengthy recomputations. Big data processing frameworks like
Hadoop MapReduce include fault tolerance (FT) mechanisms, but these are commonly targeted at specific system/failure models, and
are often redundant between frameworks. This paper proposes the paradigm of dependable resources: big data processing frameworks
are typically built on top of resource management systems (RMSs), and proposing FT support at the level of such an RMS yields
generic FT mechanisms, which can be provided with low overhead by leveraging constraints on resources. We demonstrate our
concepts through Guardian, a robust RMS based on Mesos and YARN. Guardian allows frameworks to run their applications with
individually configurable FT granularity and degree, with only minor changes to their implementation. We demonstrate the benefits of our
approach by evaluating Hadoop, Tez, Spark and Pig on a prototype of Guardian running on Amazon-EC2, improving completion time by
around 68% in the presence of failures, while maintaining around 6% overhead.
Index Terms—Big-Data, Cloud-Computing, Fault-Tolerance, Reliability.
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I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the rapid development of cloud computing, disauthors propose modifications dealing with correctness
tributed systems are becoming the de facto model of
of component outputs to counter the insecurity of multitenant public clouds (e.g., [23, 48, 58]).
computation. Besides the emergence of new challenges for
developers, fault tolerance (FT) has remained of paramount Low overhead: recomputation may not be sufficient anyimportance. According to Google’s Jeff Dean, “in each
more in many scenarios, with big data analytics no longer
cluster’s first year, it’s typical that 1,000 individual machine
being a technology enabling new business models, but
failures will occur; thousands of hard drive failures will
rather part of mission-critical decisions [3, 13, 14, 38], and
given the push towards online analytics.
occur; one power distribution unit will fail, bringing down
500 to 1,000 machines for about 6 hours . . . ” [1]. Such failures Reusability: with support for recomputation being impleare by no means limited to the first year [11, 12, 16, 18, 22,
mented across big data frameworks there is a duplication
37, 41, 42, 50, 53].
of mechanisms throughout frameworks. For example,
Spark also implements recomputations like Hadoop (albeit with a broader scope given its support for incremental
1.1 Big Data and Fault Tolerance
computing).
Failures in datacenters are particularly onerous in the context
In this paper, a task failure (failed task) is defined as any
of big data processing, which has recently advanced to become
not only one of the dominant application scenarios for cloud behaviour that deviates from the expected completion of the
computing, but also one of the most intensely researched task. When we say a failure we refer to a task failure, and
areas in computer science. Big data applications are typically when we say a fault we refer to a fault in a task. When we
long-running applications that involve massive paralleliza- want to refer to a job failing we explicitly say a job failure.
tion, achieved through big data processing frameworks1 A job failure (failed job) is any behaviour that deviates from
such as Hadoop MapReduce (MR) [4] or Spark [57]; these the expected completion of the job. A job consists of multiple
are deployed on top of so-called resource management systems tasks. A task fault is the reason for failure of the task. A job
(RMSs) to best exploit the underlying hardware. Failures of fault is the reason for failure of the job.
subcomputations can easily hamper the response times and
correctness of end results, and so such frameworks typically 1.2 Dependable Resources
support recomputation of subcomputations to deal with
partial failures. However, we observe several shortcomings In this paper, we address these issues by introducing the
paradigm of dependable resources. RMSs (e.g., YARN [49],
with the current software system landscape:
Mesos [30], Omega [47]) are becoming the standard layer
Genericity: implemented FT support is hardwired and thus
for frameworks to run on, allowing for better hardware
inherently geared at particular system models (e.g., asynusage, as mentioned, by dividing the resources of a cluster
chronous/synchronous) or failure models (e.g., benign/(e.g., CPU, memory) of nodes into portions that can be
malicious failures). For instance, Hadoop deals with beallotted to components of one or several frameworks via
nign process failures and “slow” processes, while several
a scheduling algorithm. Such a common core layer yields a
1. Henceforth, for brevity, we use the term “framework” to refer to promising foundation for deploying FT mechanisms that
frameworks for big data processing only.
are reusable across frameworks. However, delivering on
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this vision of dependable resources is challenging, as one
still needs to address genericity and low overhead issues
discussed above, besides identifying abstractions reusable
across frameworks. Indeed, authors have previously called
for FT support in RMSs [49] [30] but only little work has been
proposed so far. In fact Mesos authors explicitly mentioned
that in their paper [30]: "Although Mesos provides a lowlevel interface, we expect higher-level libraries implementing
common functionality (such as fault tolerance) to be built on
top of it".

1.3

Guardian

This paper introduces Guardian, an RMS realizing the
paradigm of dependable resources. In short, Guardian supports replication of critical components in a way which
is generic, achieves low overhead, and allows reusability
of critical components, which directly targets the above
shortcomings.
Genericity: RMSs are deployed on different types of infrastructures involving different hardware (e.g, computers,
network fabric) and software (e.g., operating systems).
Clearly “the cloud” is hard to characterize exactly, and so
in the cloud scenarios motivating RMSs, large differences
can be observed in the underlying systems and infrastructure. Similarly, individual applications are affected
differently or to a differing extent by various failure
types (e.g., host crash failures, malicious processes). In
summary, individual deployments and uses of same RMSs
are subject to different (a) system models [19] and (b)
failure models [46]. The design of our RMS is geared at
supporting several of the respective categories as will be
discussed in Section 3.2.
Low overhead: the goal of any FT mechanism is to keep the
performance overhead (e.g., latency) as low as possible.
Moreover, parameters that can be fine-tuned at runtime
by system administrators to trade between guarantees
and overhead are always desired in practice. The desire
for overall low overhead and customizability further motivates the ability to adjust to different system and failure
models, as some models subsume others, yet conservative
solutions which are invariably geared at a weak system
model (few guarantees) and pessimistic failure model
(strong adversary) lead to unnecessary overhead in less
austere deployments.
Reusability: It can be noted that some components are redundant through multiple implementations of different
frameworks replication. For example, implementing replication for Hadoop will require at least a scheduler to launch
replicas of the same task on different machines, and a
verifier to verifity the output of the replicas. These two
components are also needed for implementing replication
for other frameworks such as Spark and Tez. Reusability
of critical system components for current and future frameworks in Guardian is supported by providing application
developers and framework users a common API that can
be invoked during the execution of different applications
running on different frameworks. The details of this API
will be discussed in Section 4.1.2.

1.4

Contributions and Roadmap

Concretely, this paper makes the following contributions:
1) We introduce the notion of dependable resources and
present the design of Guardian, an RMS realizing this
concept. We discuss restrictions on component interactions for achieving a generic system with concise API.
2) We show the design of Guardian on two well-known
RMSs: YARN [49] and Mesos [30]. We also discuss
the implementation of a prototype of Guardian as an
extension of YARN and Mesos. Currently, both YARN
and Mesos support only a limited FT model consisting
of restarting components which times out in a way
similar to Hadoop.
3) We present four instantiations of Guardian through
Hadoop, Tez [10], Spark, and Pig [7], and discuss
potential sources of nondeterminism in them due to
replication.
4) We discuss the details of three different verification models: Blocking Verify, Non-Blocking Verify and Hybrid
Verify. Going through the pros and cons of each of them.
5) We empirically demonstrate the low overhead achieved
by Guardian. Guardian improves completion time by
an average of 68% in the presence of failures, while
maintaining a small increase in overhead compared to
no replication in unsaturated environments (about 6%
overhead in the highest replication degree).
Part of this work is based on lessons learned from our
previous work [15]. For instance, we improve how result
verification is done in [15] by introducing Hybrid Verify in
Section 4.1.3. Hybrid Verify takes advantage of the benefits of
the verification forms mentioned in [15] while avoiding their
drawbacks. Another motivation for expanding our work in
[15] is to make our FT approach universal to multiple RMSs.
This is supported by extending Guardian to RMSs other than
the one used in [15] (YARN). Furthermore, we show that
our replication approach to achieve FT at the RMS level
is still effective even with the challenging resource offer
system used in Mesos. Finally, we support a new threat
model discussed briefly in Section 4.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents background information on RMSs. Section 3
introduces the vision of Guardian, and Section 4 explains
its internals. Section 5 presents instantiations of Guardian in
Hadoop, Tez, Spark and Pig, and the empirical assessment of
the performance of Guardian running some applications on
top of the aforementioned frameworks. Section 6 discusses
transparency options in Guardian’s design and nondeterminism due to replication. Followed by Section 7 where
some related work to our research is presented. And finally
Section 8 concludes with final remarks.

2

BACKGROUND

The goal of RMSs is to assign available resources (e.g., CPU,
memory) on nodes to various applications, where a node
refers to a single physical or virtual machine made available
to the resource manager (RM – the front-end of an RMS).
We use the term framework broadly to refer to any big data
computation framework that runs on a cluster of nodes and
uses a resource manager. A job is a specific program or
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adopted RMSs out there: Mesos and YARN. Due to space
limitations we direct the reader to Mesos paper [30] for
more details about its resource offers system, and YARN
paper [49] for more details on YARN’s design and its main
components such as the Resource Manager (RM), the Node
Manager (NM), the Application Master (AM) and HDFS
main components such as the Name Node (NN) and the
Data Node (DN). Figure 1 and Figure 6 (which is from
Mesos paper [30]) show the basic design of YARN and
Mesos respectively. We’ll talk about Guardian ‘s Vision and
Guardian ‘s Design for both Mesos and YARN in Sections 3
and 4, respectively.

3

G UARDIAN ’ S V ISION

In a nutshell, Guardian provides dependable resources to
frameworks (e.g. Hadoop, Spark), by replicating all the
execution units of the RMSs (e.g. Mesos, YARN) launched
during job execution. Guardian’s vision has been driven
mainly by the goals mentioned in Section 1.3. Below we
elaborate on how Guardian addresses these needs by accommodating different system and failure models with an eye
on different application needs.

Fig. 1: Vanilla YARN
instance of the framework, and an independently executed
part or thread of a job is a task. For example Hadoop and
Spark could be two different frameworks that run on the
same cluster using a single resource manager; a specific MR
program like word count is a job, and each map or reduce
process in the wordcount job is a task.
Mesos [30], Omega [47], Fuxi [59], and Apache 3.1 Fault Tolerance and Component Model
YARN [49] are examples of commonly used RMSs. While the goal for Guardian is to incorporate different FT
Mesos [30] has an offer-based resource manager which pro- models, we have chosen replication as the first mechanism
vides a list of available resources to a requesting framework, for validation. When applied through adequate mechanisms,
and the framework decides which resources to use or not to replication can yield a high level of availability in the
use. Omega [47] provides decentralized scheduling which is presence of failures. Although the redundancy entailed by
good for scalability, but makes it difficult to enforce global replication multiplies the use of resources, if replication is
fairness and capacity constraints. Omega also expects the used selectively, this overhead of used resources can be
different frameworks that run on top of it to be coordinated. mitigated. Inversely, compared to more passive schemes
These constraints are not ideal for a more open system where like checkpointing-based recovery [20, 28] or the tracking of
a cluster could be shared by unknown entities. Fuxi [59] lineages with recomputation of partial results upon failures
and YARN [49] are request-based approaches which means which is popular in big data processing [57], replication
that frameworks make resource requests to the RMS and allows for failures and their potential consequences to be
the RMS decides which resources are to be used to satisfy effectively masked in many scenarios.
which request. Such a request-based approach facilitates
Figure 2 shows some of the most common replication
location-based allocation optimizations since an application techniques used to tolerate different types of failures. Comcan specify its location preference when making a request as pared to other replication techniques, our approach (Figwell as modify future requests based on usage and current ure 2d) focuses mainly on replicating the application and
allocations. Location optimality has a considerable impact its tasks. One of the standard models for (active) replication
on execution latency for big data processing frameworks like assumes the implementation of processes as state machines
Hadoop.
(usually deterministic finite automata) [45] which react to
The above RMSs have different takes at FT. YARN, just input by changing their internal state and producing outlike Fuxi, uses checkpointing (of finished tasks). Mesos, put. While this model is by-and-large well-suited for our
Fuxi, and YARN use hot standby to deal with failures purposes, in the context of common DAG-based layouts
in the components of the RMS itself. However, in case a of big data computation components, the situation is both
scheduled or running application task crashes, these RMSs more complex and simpler. More precisely, components
delegate handling of such a fault back to the framework. For executing tasks — at the exception of leafs — compute
example in the Hadoop framework, this means restarting intermediate results which are consumed by others. Hence
the map or reduce task that failed. Other frameworks may components act both as servers and clients. Replicating
employ different strategies. None of the resource managers all components in a DAG thus trivially leads to so-called
above handle incorrect responses returned by compromised “n × m invocations” [35, 43] which, despite components
components (e.g., due to multi-tenancy).
being deterministic, can lead to variations in the order in
These four RMSs (Mesos, Omega, Fuxi, and YARN) are which replicas receive the outputs of their “clients”. At the
examples of commonly used RMSs that we can use to build same time, an interaction between components is mostly
Guardian on top of. In this paper we‘ll show the design (a) streamlined in a 1-1 (or 1-n) fashion along the DAG, and
of our approach on the two most common and widely (b) not time-sensitive. Exceptions, e.g., in the case of “joins”
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where several edges converge on the same DAG node (a),
or time-sensitive aggregation on streams (b), can be handled
on a case-by-case basis. For instance, joins implemented
using MR maybe nondeterministic because of shuffling in
between map and reduce stages. Such joins can be made
deterministic if the reducers sort the values for each key
before the join. In fact, some RMSs such as YARN suggests
this approach through the introduction of its specific AM
components, which inherently order component interactions.
Nevertheless, we provide a customizable API (Section 4.1.2)
which gives framework developers the flexibility to choose
what to verify at which stage during the program execution. Moreover, some tasks use random number generators
or time-based operators, these tasks are inherently NonDeterministic. This will be discussed in details in NonDeterministic Section 6.2 and it is one of the main reasons
why a fully transparent solution is not feasible (which will
be discussed in Section 6.1).
The net effect of these constraints are the following: (i) it
implies that there is no need to totally order concurrent
inputs across the different replicas of a component (only
filtering duplicate inputs [36]); (ii) similarly, it implies that
there is no need to causally order such inputs as their
consumption order is deterministic. This means that, unlike
general-purpose group communication systems whose main
goal is to ensure consistency across inputs issued concurrently [29], there is no need to offer an exhaustive library
of protocols for different guarantees in various system and
failure models from which programmers choose. This in
turn leads to a much slimmer API, and less configuration
and customization work for the programmer.

Application
(c) Passive
Replication
Client

Server

(d) Application Replication
with its Tasks
Task

Fig. 2: Replication Methods
3.2
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Allocation Module
Containers
NodeManagers Framework Schedulers
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Support for Different System and Failure Models

As mentioned, our goal is to support different system models. Guardian supports the following: asynchronous systems
(e.g. Clouds with multi-tenancy), synchronous systems (e.g.
environments that are relatively “closed” such as small-scale
clusters with InfiniBand interconnects) and Partial synchrony
(Partial synchrony of only the network or hosts [27] is
also possible). Guardian can conveniently support all these
different models since configuration of Guardian does not go

…

…

YARN

Mesos

Fig. 3: Guardian Overview
through directly selecting such a model but rather controlling
its consequences for replication, most notably the replication
degree. Guardian also takes advantage of its verifier (details
later) which deals with many issues that can arise from
the use of replication, such as total ordering, separation
of verification and determinism (which will be discussed
in details in Section 6.2). When it comes to replication of
simple components, the most drastic effect that the choice
of failure model has — together with the tolerated number
of failures f — is on the replication degree r. Literature
deals with requirements for specific setups in a very detailed
manner [32] (r = f + 1, r = 2f + 1, r = 3f + 1). Guardian
currently addresses host crashes as well as a pragmatic form
of malicious processes. Host crashes are tolerated by having
at least another replica running on another host (r = f + 1),
whereas malicious processes need to be verified against
multiple replicas to form a majority (r = 3f + 1). As opposed to group communication systems, Guardian requires
administrators only to choose among these options, rather
than having to choose specific protocols which encapsulate
these assumptions. Specifically, the system model together
with the chosen failure model define the replication degree,
which becomes the main parameter to Guardian together
with f itself.
In the next section, we discuss how our concepts are
implemented in Guardian.

4
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G UARDIAN ’ S D ESIGN

In this section, we look under the hood of Guardian, and
how it is designed on top of two most common opensourced RMSs: Mesos and YARN. Figure 3 shows where
does Guardian sit between the RMSs (YARN and Mesos)
and the frameworks (Hadoop, Spark and Tez).
Some components of Guardian are shared between different RMSs but other components are not. To make it
easier for the reader, we organised this section as follows:
The first Subsection 4.1 talks about the components that
are shared between different RMSs; namely, Guardian’s
Verifier, Guardian’s API and Guardian’s Hybrid Verification.
Followed by Guardian’s components that are different from
one RMS to another (Subsection 4.2); namely we will show
how does Guardian deal with Mesos (Subsection 4.2.1) and
YARN (Subsection 4.2.2). The reason there is a different
design for Guardian scheduler with both Mesos and YARN
is due to the nature of the built-in resource scheduling
techniques used in either Mesos or YARN; Mesos deals with
resource offers whereas YARN deals with resource requests.
Hence, Guardian scheduler can’t be a shared component in
both Mesos and YARN instead it has to be tailored towards
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each RMS built-in scheduling technique as will be discussed
later in Subsection 4.2.
4.1

Guardian’s Shared Components (Verifier & API)

In this section we‘ll talk about the components that are
shared between different RMSs (Mesos, YARN, ... etc):
4.1.1

Guardian’s Verifier

In a broad sense, in both Mesos and YARN, the verifier
service is responsible for verifying that the final outputs
of a stage are correct before the next stage can start. This
is done by comparing the hash values received from task
replicas, comparing them and making a decision whether a
task replica is corrupted or not. This will be accomplished in
collaboration with Guardian’s set of API functions (detailed
in next Subsection 4.1.2) that can be injected inside a framework task wherever the tasks output needs to be hashed
and verified. We use UpRight [21] to ensure the resiliency
of the verifier. In Guardian, once the job receives desired
resources from Guardian’s scheduler (Section 4.2), r replicas
of the same job execute tasks of the first stage r times. The
outcome of each stage must then be verified by a verifier
service before being sent to the next stage.
To explain the algorithm used in the verifier, it is better to
clarify it with an example framework. For this example, we
will consider Hadoop framework which uses mappers and
reducers. Briefly, the algorithm of the verifier goes as follows:
the first stage tasks (which are the mappers) will send their
outputs to the verifier and wait for the verifier response
before sending their outputs to next stage tasks (reducers).
The verifier receives the data from the mappers, compares
their outputs and sends a reply to each mapper to inform
each mapper whether their output is correct or not. If the
mapper output is correct, then the mapper sends its output
to the next stage as it would normally. If the mapper output
is wrong, then the verifier will notify another mapper (with
a correct output) to forward the correct mapper output to the
reducer that was connected with the corrupted mapper. This
process is repeated for later task stages, but for our example
the reducers will be the last stage, so the reducers will send
their final outputs to the verifier and the verifier will notify
the end user with the correct final output.
4.1.2

Interface Towards Frameworks (Guardian’s API)

Framework developers can use conventional Mesos and
YARN APIs along with the specific API functions introduced
by Guardian to implement applications for their frameworks,
and make their frameworks fault tolerant. In the following, we explain some of the API functions introduced in
Guardian, and how programmers can use these to ensure
various degrees of FT.
The primary set of functions in the Guardian API is used
for sending the outputs of tasks to the verifier, in order to
make sure that the output of tasks from different replicas
is correctly verified before sending it to the next stage of
computation. Additionally, Guardian provides functions for
directing the output of tasks as input to one or more replicas
in subsequent stages, in case failure does indeed occur.
Guardian provides the following three major functions:

Boolean blockingVerify(byte[] output): This
(blocking) function is used to send a byte array (e.g., hashed
value of the task output) to the verifier, wait for the verification to be done and get the verifier response. If this function
is used, there should be only one verification call at the very
end of the task lifetime before sending its output to the next
stage. The return value of this function is a boolean that the
developer uses to check if the output of this task is correct
and can be sent to tasks of the next stage or not.
Future<Boolean> nonBlockingVerify(byte[]
output,int seqNo): Instead of blocking the execution of
the task, nonBlockingVerify will launch a new thread
for each data chunk that needs to be verified. Each chunk of
data should have its own sequence number (as an integer)
that the verifier can use to compare it with its corresponding
chunks from other replicas of the same task.
We note that in both cases, the framework developer
needs to decide the input parameters. If the output of a
task is small, the developer can pass the whole output
(without hashing it); otherwise they can take a hash of the
output and pass it as the first parameter. Also note that the
verifier is capable of identifying which task belongs to which
application context from Mesos or YARN TaskID, which is
included in the message sent from the task replica to the
verifier.
IOChannel[] ConsultVerifier(int taskID):
Whenever a task needs to send its output to the next stage,
it should consult the verifier for the list of IO channels
to which this task needs to send its output to. In the case
of no failure, this list consists of channels of next stage
tasks within the same job. In the case of a task failure, the
verifier will detect the failure, and when another replica of
that task from another job needs to communicate with the
next stage tasks, it will consult the verifier to know which
channel/address to use to fetch/send the correct verified
output from the previous stage to the current stage.
These are the three major API functions that can be used
in different applications running in different frameworks on
top of Guardian. Some details about these functions and
some other inferior API functions are not shown for conciseness. Both blockingVerify and nonBlockingVerify
modes have some pros and cons when interacting with the
verifier. In the following subsection we will go through some
of these advantages and drawbacks and show that there is a
better ‘hybrid‘ mode that can take advantage of both.
4.1.3 Hybrid Verification
In this section, we‘ll discuss two major problems in blocking
verify and non-blocking verify and propose a solution
that fixes these drawbacks. Figure 4a shows the normal
sequence of operations in both blocking verify (numbers)
and non-blocking verify (letters). Stages of execution are
numbered 1, 2, 3. Each stage has tasks: 1A, 1B, 1C, 1D where
1 is the stage number and A is the replica number(ID).
Tasks B, C, D not shown to preserve space. The column
V on the left stands for the Verifier. Note that there are
two ’e’s in Figure 4a and Figure 4c, they mean that these
two operations happen simultaneously around the same
time. Also note that two skulls in Figure 4b, Figure 4c
and Figure 4e mean that these are two different Byzantine
Failures. Blocking verify works normally by not sending
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data to the next stage (step 3) unless current stage tasks the execution environment) which encourages the move
get the verification signal from the verifier (step 2). Non towards non-blocking verify.
blocking verify, on the other hand, can send data to the next
stage directly (step b) without waiting for the verifier signal
Non-Blocking Verify Problem: Spread of Corruption
(step e). Note how the sequence of the steps is different from
Let us take the case for non-blocking verify in Figure 4c.
blocking verify to non-blocking verify, particularly when
In this figure a dashed line represents a corrupted execution
will the verifier send its response back to stage 1 tasks (step
path. Task 1A in this case is corrupted, it will send its
2 in blocking verify, step e in nonblocking verify).
corrupted output to the verifier and then directly to the
next stage task (task 2A) without waiting for the verifier
Blocking Verify Problem: Slow
response. Now task 2A is working on wrong input so even if
Now consider the following scenario for blocking verify we assume that task 2A is functioning correctly then it will
(which is shown in Figure 4b): assume two different Byzan- produce wrong outputs because the input itself is wrong.
tine failures at stages 1 and 2 in two different execution In this same stage (stage 3) another corrupted task (2B) is
paths, task 1A sends wrong data to the verifier whereas functioning improperly (although it received correct input
tasks 1B, 1C, 1D send correct data. Since it is blocking verify, for task 1B) and hence it will produce wrong output and send
all tasks will halt and wait for the verifier signal to either that output to the verifier and then directly to the next stage
proceed normally to the next stage or make one of the task (task 3B) without waiting for the verifier response. At
replicas send its correct output to the execution path that this time, two tasks in stage 3 are working on wrong inputs:
has the corrupted task (the task with the wrong data). In this task 3A and task 3B. There is no way to get a majority in
particular example (Figure 4b), the verifier will detect that this case in stage 3 even if the tasks themselves are working
task 1A is corrupted and orders one of the correct replicas properly because they received wrong inputs from stage 2
(task 1B) to redirect its output to the next stage tasks of (call this problem 1).
Task 1A. Similarly, in the next stage (stage 2), if there is
At this time (step e in stage 1 in Figure 4c), the verifier
another task from another execution path (task 2B) that will detect that task 1A produced wrong output and will
produces wrong output, then that wrong output will be act accordingly (either make task 1A re-execute or better
detected normally by the verifier and the verifier will again to let task 1B forward its output to task 2A). The main
request one of the correct replicas that formed a majority to problem here is that later stages are already working on
send its correct output to the next stage task (from task 2A wrong data, producing wrong outputs and forwarding their
to task 3B).
corrupted output to their next stages (spread of corruption).
The advantage of this is it will always ensure that The verifier at this point have no choice but to terminate
next stage tasks are working on correct inputs, but the all later stages (because they can‘t form a majority due to
main disadvantage here is that it is slow compared to spread of corruption) and re-execute the stages followed by
non-blocking verify. The slowness will have worse effect the last stage that formed a correct majority. What makes the
when the common case is there is no failure in any replica, problem even worse is that the verifier has to know ‘how‘
i.e there is no need to block and wait for the verifier because to kill a task. Recall that different frameworks are written
most likely the execution is correct (maybe based on history in different programming languages and these frameworks
of no failures for some time, or the user has good trust in tasks are not all the same type, the task could be a whole
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JVM, a thread, a C++ binary . . . etc. This will make the (tasks 2C and 2D) and the other replicas do not. At this point,
verifier job harder because not only it has to track all the the verifier will order stage 2 tasks to restart and what will
tasks affected by the spread of corruption but also the verifier happen is the following: task 2A will produce wrong output
has to know how to kill/terminate these tasks (step i in again because it is working on wrong input originally. Tasks
Figure 4c) (call this problem 2).
2B, 2C, 2D should produce a matching output, and if they
There are different ways to technically terminate a task couldn‘t produce matching outputs the verifier may restart
such as making the verifier send a signal to the JobMas- them again maybe on different machines, racks, datacenters
ter(JM)2 to restart that particular task (need to change the JM until they form a majority (3 out of 4) (solves problem 1).
code), or making the verifier itself restart that task (which Note that in blocking verify, since the task is actually still in
means that the verifier has to know the launch command ‘execution‘ mode while this task is waiting for the verifier
somehow from the JM). These kind of solutions are very reply, it is easier for the verifier to kill that task without
undesirable because it will reduce transparency drastically. ordering the JM to restart the task and without the need
As will be discussed later, one of the main objectives of for the verifier to know the launch command for that task.
Guardian is to achieve FT at the RMS level and make the It is enough in blocking verify to send back a kill order
solution as transparent as possible or with minimal effect on to the waiting task for that task to terminate. The JM will
transparency. We‘ll discuss transparency in more details in automatically notice that that task has failed and will auto
re-execute that failed task without the need to change the
Section 6.1.
Yet another consequence problem caused by the spread of JM code which will increase transparency of our solution
corruption is that at this point stage 3 tasks and the following compared to the case of non-blocking verify (solves problem2).
This way the verifier doesn‘t have to track down any later
stages tasks may still be running, and since they received
wrong inputs they have to be killed somehow. Technically stages tasks that are working on wrong inputs and doesn‘t
this is difficult for the verifier to achieve since it has to have to rollback and re-execute from the last correct outputs
maintain a track of all process IDs of the later stages and (that formed a majority) (solves problem 3). This will remove
the disadvantage of non-blocking verify and will keep its
again it has to know how to kill them (call this problem 3).
Note that this spread of corruption phenomena doesn‘t advantage over blocking verify because it is not as slow as
happen in blocking verify because in stage 2 in Figure 4b blocking verify.
The common case: Note that in hybrid verify, the comall task replicas where already working on correct inputs
(task 2A received correct input from task 1B instead of the mon case is to use non-blocking verify at each stage, because
most likely the verifier will send its signal back to the current
corrupted output from task 1A).
stage replicas before next stage replicas finish working on
its data. Think of big data frameworks where each task
Hybrid Verify
works on input data chunks up to 2GB whereas the verifier
Until now we can see the main advantages and disadvanis dealing with hashes where each hash is smaller in size
tages for both blocking verify (correctness over speed) and
(around ∼1KB). So most of the time, the hybrid verify will
non-blocking verify (speed over correctness). The question
be working as non-blocking verify so it will be faster than
here is: Is there a way to do verification that achieves both
blocking verify, but in the less frequent cases where next
correctness and speed at the same time? The answer to this is
stage tasks finished working before previous stage tasks got
a proposed method called Hybrid Verify; from its name it is
the verifier signal then hybrid verify will switch to blocking
a hybrid between blocking and non-blocking verify, shown
verify mode to avoid the spread of corruption phenomena.
in Figure 4d. The main idea of it is: Never use non-blocking
In case of an ‘advanced’ adververify in two consecutive stages unless first stage output is
sary scenario where the malicious
verified. In Figure 4d, stage 2 tasks can‘t use non-blocking
1B
1 1A
user intentionally sends the correct
verify because non-blocking verify has already been used in
hash to the verifier then the wrong
1
its previous stage and first stage outputs are not verified yet.
data to next stage tasks, then in this V
Lets see if the spread of corruption can happen in hybrid
2
3
case the malicious activity will be
verify, this is shown in Figure 4e, task 1A will send wrong
detected when verifying the output
2
2A 2B
output to the verifier and send the output directly to the
of the next stage tasks because these
4
next stage tasks (task 2A) since it is working in non-blocking
tasks will produce wrong output
verify mode, then all tasks in stage 2 will use blocking
based on the wrong input that these Fig. 5: Sending Correct
verify because the verifier is not done yet verifying the nontasks consumed. The only special Hash but Wrong Data
blocking verify of stage 1. Note that task 2A will produce
case to this scenario is the last stage
wrong output even if the task is not corrupted itself, because
because last stage tasks are not followed by any other task.
it is working on wrong input in the first place. Now assume
In this case, Guardian users can use the API mentioned in
that task 2B is also corrupted and will send wrong output to
Section 4.1.2 to send all the outputs of the last stage tasks to
the verifier but it will not send that corrupted output to the
the verifier to be verified in one chunk using blockingVerify,
next stage (stage 3) because it is working in blocking verify
or in multiple chunks using nonBlockingVerify.
mode. At this point, the verifier will notice that it can‘t form
a majority for stage 2 because 2 replicas match each other
4.2 Guardian’s Framework-Specific Components
2. JM is just an abstraction for the single master entity that all tasks
communicate with for job coordination, it corresponds to FW Scheduler
in Mesos and AM in YARN as will be shown in the next Section 4.2

As shown early in Figure 3, Guardian sits between the frameworks (Hadoop, Tez, Spark, ... etc) and the RMSs (YARN,
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Mesos, ...etc). Most of Guardian components are shared
between different RMSs, but there are some components
that are different from one RMS to another (one component
mainly: Guardian Scheduler). In this section we‘ll go through
the reasons and details of why Guardian Schudler is different
from one RMS to another.
4.2.1

Guardian with Mesos

Fig. 6: Vanilla Mesos (from Mesos paper [30])
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Fig. 7: Mesos Replicaion 1
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Fig. 8: Mesos Replicaion 2
Overview
Mesos [30] is a ‘resource offer‘-based RMS. To explain
this, let‘s briefly go through the main design of vanilla
Mesos. Figure 6 shows the main steps of the resource offers
system in Mesos. Step 1 in the figure shows that Slave 1 is
sending to the Allocation Module in Mesos Master the free
resources in that machine. The Allocation Module in step 2

send these available resources to the framework scheduler
as ‘resource offers‘. Accordingly, the framework scheduler
uses these resource offers in assigning and launching tasks
in the cluster by sending these tasks specs and requirements
to the Allocation Module in step 3. What follows, in step 4,
is that the Allocation Module will launch these tasks on the
machines that has the resources offered in steps 1 and 2. For
more details about Mesos please refer to Mesos paper [30].
Guardian’s Scheduler with Mesos
(From Resource Offers to Resource Bundles)
The idea of resource offers in Mesos is to give framework
schedulers the knowledge needed to know how many tasks
they can run on the cluster. But at the same time, we have
to remember that replicas of the same task has to lunch
on different machines so that in the event of one machine
failure, the replicas from other machines will keep working.
If we schedule all replicas on the same machine and that
machine fails then all replicas will fail and has to restart
which contradicts the objective of active replication. But
the problem with the resource offers in Mesos is that it
may give one framework scheduler many resource offers
that belong to one or two machines only. These kind of
resource offers are useless to the framework scheduler since
the scheduler can‘t launch multiple replicas of the same task
on different machines. Moreover these kind of offers will
incur unnecessary network traffic that will not benefit any
framework that uses replication.
To overcome this problem, we propose what we call
‘resource bundles‘. What a resource bundle is a group of
resource offers that belong to different machines (number
of machines = number of replicas) that were gathered and
filtered out in the Allocation Module in Mesos master.
Instead of sending one resource offer to the framework as in
vanilla Mesos, we send a resource bundle (step 2 in Figure 7).
The framework scheduler will accept this resource bundle
and will launch a task replica that can be launched in all
the machines that the resource bundle has. To do this, the
framework has to choose the lowest resource offer in that
resource bundle from each type of resources and launch
a task that can be launched using these lowest common
resources. For example, in step 2 in Figure 7, the resource
bundle has resource offers from machines s1, s7, s4, s9. The
lowest number of CPUs available from all machines is 2
cpus, and the lowest number of memory GBs available from
all machines is 3GBs. Hence the task that the framework
has to launch has to have resource requirements no more
than 2 cpus and 3 GBs of memory. And this is exactly what
happened in step 3. If the framework doesn’t have a task
with these requirements then it will reject the offer and
wait for another resource bundle (exactly as it used to reject
resource offers in vanilla Mesos).
Once the Allocation Module receives the bundle of tasks
that has to be launched on the slaves (step 3 in Figure 7), the
Allocation Module will launch them on the cluster normally
as if they were four independent tasks (step 4 in Figure 7),
because technically they are four normal tasks that launch
on four different machines. What happens after that is the
tasks will do their normal processing and will connect to the
verifier using an API similar to the API that was detailed in
Section 4.1.2.
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4.2.2 Guardian with YARN
Overview
In a nutshell, when Guardian works with YARN it
provides dependable resources to frameworks, by replicating
all YARN containers launched during job execution (the
AM along with all components/tasks of the job submitted
to the system). This container replication is the backbone
of Guardian. We assume that the RM (with Guardian
Scheduler) is running in a trusted reliable machine. The
justification for this assumption is that the focus of this
paper is on providing FT at the application level (the AM
and its tasks), not at the system level (the RM, NM, etc.).
The number of application level components are subject
to scale (as job/cluster size increases), and thus present
a more difficult challenge for providing generic FT with
low overhead. We leave system level FT to other works,
such as UpRight [21] and Apache ZooKeeper [31], through
which these singleton components can tolerate failures (e.g.,
by using state machine replication techniques). It is worth
mentioning that Mesos, the major competitor to YARN,
already uses Zookeeper to have standbys for Mesos Master
in case the master fails.
The main philosophy behind the design of Guardian
(with YARN) is to replicate the AM along with all components of the job submitted to Guardian. Whenever a
job is submitted to the system, the application submission

Job
Replication

Stage 1
Tasks

The Allocation Module has the ability to change the size
of the bundle according to the number of replicas desired by
the user. Also note that at step 3 and step 4 there is no need
to worry about launching the tasks at the same time since
that should happen by default because the resources are
already reserved for that framework (Mesos reserves offered
resources for a framework even if that framework doesn‘t
use them at the moment).
One major drawback of this design is what is happening
in steps 2 and 3 in Figure 7. In this design, the frameworks
has to be aware of replicating its tasks according to the
desired number of replicas by the user. We can improve the
transparency of this design by introducing an intermediate
layer between the Allocation Module and the framework
scheduler as shown in Figure 8. The objective of this layer is
to receive resource bundles from the Allocation Module (step
2a), find the lowest resource from each type, send this lowest
resource as a single resource offer as if it is running in vanilla
Mesos (step 2b in Figure 8). The framework scheduler will
accordingly launch its task (step 3a in Figure 8) again as in
vanilla Mesos, then the intermediate layer will modify that
launch request by changing it to launch four tasks replicas
on different machines and send these launch commands to
the Allocation Module (step 3b). From there the Allocation
Module will launch these tasks replicas as if they were
normal tasks in vanilla Mesos. This design will make the
frameworks schedulers completely unaware of replication
compared to the previous design but on the other hand its
main drawback is the overhead of this intermediate layer
since all communication between all framework schedulers
and the Allocation Module has to go through this layer,
whereas in the previous design this overhead is distributed
between framework schedulers since each scheduler is dealing with the Allocation Module directly.

Fig. 9: Guardian with YARN
component in Guardian submits r replicas of the job to
the cluster. Hence, r AMs will be initialized in the system.
Consequently, each AM replica will launch its own tasks
belonging to the AM’s job context. At the end of each
task’s lifetime, each task will communicate with the verifier
process through a set of API functions that was detailed in
Section 4.1.2.
Figure 9 shows the job replication flow of applications
running on Guardian with YARN. The primary components
include the job replication component ( 1 in Figure 9),
Guardian’s(YARN) scheduler ( 2 in Figure 9), the verifier,
the interface for the verifier ( 4 in Figure 9) and the interface
for the frameworks ( 5 in Figure 9). The job replication
component is actually part of the RM, but it is shown in
the figure as a separate component for clarity of presentation.
Guardian’s Scheduler with YARN
Concisely, Guardian requires different replicas of the
same task to be scheduled on different hosts, to prevent host
failures from affecting multiple replicas of the same task.
To deliver this functionality, Guardian contains a scheduler,
an intermediate layer between the RM and AMs which
enhances the default functionality of the RM. The Guardian
scheduler sits between the RM and AMs; it receives information about the tasks and scheduling constraints from the
AMs and makes requests to the RM on behalf of the AM ( 2
in Figure 9). We have also modified YARN’s RM so that it
does not select containers from the same machine for every
r requests, where r is the replication degree.

5

C ASE S TUDIES & E VALUATION

We have implemented a prototype of Guardian on top of
YARN and Mesos. We’ll start by showing the evaluation
details of Guardian on top of YARN, then will show a
prototype of Guardian on top of Mesos in Section 5.9 as a
proof of concept. The main focus will be on YARN since
it is becoming the go-to RMS and it is getting used by
the community more than any other open source RMS.
Many frameworks already uses YARN out of the box as
the main resource scheduler for the framework itself. These
frameworks are called YARN-native frameworks. In other
words, these frameworks can’t run by themselves(standalone), instead they need YARN packages to handle task
scheduling and execution. Some examples of such frameworks: Tez [10], Dryad [56], Samza [39], Apex [2] and of
course Hadoop since YARN is the main resource scheduler
for Hadoop since Hadoop version 2.2. We have never seen
any RMS that is being used as the main resource scheduler
for any framework out of the box other than YARN. For
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example, we‘ve never seen a Mesos-native framework or an
Omega-native framework. Hence, it makes sense to build
our prototype on YARN in our evaluations.
We ran three instantiations on top of Guardian (YARN) as
case studies. These frameworks are Hadoop, Tez and Spark
and will be discussed in the following Case Studies section,
followed by Implementation and Evaluation sections.
5.1

Case studies

5.1.1 Hadoop
We have selected Hadoop as our first framework due to
its popularity in processing big data applications. For the
same reason we assume that most readers are familiar with
its basics. We have connected Hadoop’s AM with Guardian
Scheduler through its API so that replicas of mappers and
reducers for the same task from different AM’s will be
assigned to containers running on different machines.
Hadoop tasks primarily consist of mappers and reducers.
In order to enable verification, we modified Hadoop’s reducers, by adding some API calls to calculate the hash value of
all keys and values that the reducers process. The hashed
value is sent to the verifier through the blockingVerify
API described above, before committing/spilling its final
output to HDFS. This hash value is a byte array that is
calculated by keeping one hash value per reducer. This value
is updated whenever a new hkey,valuei pair is processed. All
hkey, valuei pair hashes are updated into one variable, so
that an error in any of the hkey,valuei hashes affects the final
total value of that reducer’s hash. The hash function used is
SHA-256. There are many other alternatives to this design by
using different set of API functions. For example, instead of
using blockingVerify once at the very end of the reducer
execution, one may use nonBlockingVerify to verify
chunks of accumulated intermediate keys and values instead
of one final hash value. Another possible way is to verify
the outputs of the mappers by sending all of the mappers
generated hkey,valuei pairs to the verifier, before sending
them to the next stage. In our evaluations, the mappers do
not calculate any hash values, and they do not send any hash
values to the verifier. Instead, if a mapper fails or the output
is incorrect, this change/failure will propagate to the reducer
that is processing that mapper’s hkey,valuei pairs, and the
verifier will catch that change/failure in the mapper by
noticing that reducer’s corrupted hash value. Allowing the
verifier to compare the final hash value of the reducers, without comparing any intermediate values generated by any of
the aforementioned components, cuts down the verification
overhead by eliminating all intermediate comparisons while
assuring the correctness of the final output. The verifier is
capable of detecting which reducer under which AM replica
is causing an inaccurate/inconsistent final result (because it
can compare the stored hash values of all replicas). When
all hash values are received, the verifier will compare them,
and send a reply to all the replicas of that task confirming
that their hash values are either correct or incorrect.
Pig
Apache Pig [7] is a data analysis platform which includes
the Pig runtime system and the high-level language Pig
Latin [40]. Pig Latin expresses data analysis jobs as sequences

of data transformations (represented as a DAG), which are
compiled to one or more MR jobs by Pig. Pig then submits
the sequence of MR jobs to Hadoop for execution. Since data
analysis jobs expressed in Pig Latin compile to MR, it was
straightforward to adapt Pig to run on top of Guardian.
5.1.2 Tez
Tez [10] is an extensible framework for building high performance batch and interactive data processing applications,
coordinated by YARN in Apache Hadoop. An application in Tez is formalized as directed-acyclic-graph of tasks
for processing data. Tez uses YARN as its main resource
management system. Briefly, Tez applications consists of
a set of vertices and edges that are connected together to
achieve a certain function. Each vertex has its own processor
that will be the main execution unit for any task that is
spawned from that vertex. Edges connect the tasks between
the vertex using different communication patterns (One-toOne, Scatter-Gather, Broadcast). Since each task in Tez is
a mirror of the processor function of the vertex that the
task belongs to, the set of API functions mentioned in the
previous sections need to be called on the processor output
so that any task launched from that vertex uses this processor
API; however, the edges that connect the vertices do not need
to connect to the verifier. Instead, the edges will retain the
normal flow of the data between the vertices after the data
is verified by each vertex using our API.
5.1.3 Spark
In brief, Spark [9, 57] is a popular framework used primarily
for in-memory, iterative computations. The primary benefit
of Spark is the use of the RDD (Resilient Distributed Dataset)
abstraction, which represents in-memory data across multiple machines. Spark consists primarily of two components:
the Spark Driver and various executors tasks, which are
simply threads run on each executor, typically perform
some transformations on an RDD, but can perform other
duties such as reading from files...etc. Spark applications
developers need to inject Guardian’s API calls discussed
in the previous sections in order to use Guardian in Spark
tasks/transformations. We thought about alternative design
options but it turned out that a fully transparent design
is infeasible due to several reasons, Spark executors being
one of them. These reasons will be discussed in details in
Transparency Section 6.1. If Spark is running on YARN,
Spark client (in its default configuration) will submit an
AM, which contains the Spark Driver. The AM spawns a
static number of containers on which to run executors. These
executors remain alive for the duration of the application.
The Spark Driver then schedules tasks on each executor
which operate on RDDs distributed across the memory
of the executor pool. This results in a more complicated
application as a whole than MR (from the point of view of
resource interaction), but still fits the basic mold set forth by
Guardian.
5.2

Implementation & Synopsis

As we already explained, Guardian was implemented by
extending YARN which is the main resource scheduling
component for Hadoop starting in version 2.2. The main
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Fig. 10: Effect of a failure on job completion time for YARN and Guardian. The job completion time is in minutes. The extent
of application progress when the AM or container is killed is shown as a percentage.
criterion that we measured for our benchmark applications is the job completion time of applications with different degrees of replication. Similar to some other works
[21, 31, 33, 34, 51, 52], we used basic fault injection to study
the effects of task failures and AM failures at certain times in
their progress. The host failures were emulated by stopping
all YARN JVMs (NM and containers) of a given machine.
The main motivation to use job completion time as our main
evaluation criteria is that applications that would use replication in Guardian would do so to avoid the long latencies
caused by host failures (e.g. mission-critical applications). In
our evaluations we focused on injecting faults that simulate
a Crash failure (not Byzantine), because in case of vanilla
YARN with Byzantine failure the application finish time will
be the same as if there was no failures at all. This is due
to the fact that some Byzantine failures are not a fail-stop
failures instead the application will finish in time but the
final application result is incorrect or corrupted. Therefore
using application finish time with Byzantine failures is not
an accurate measure for application finish time with and
without Guardian.
Our results show that Guardian improves completion
time in unsaturated environments by an average of 68% in
the presence of failures, while incurring only a small increase
in overhead compared to no replication (about 6% overhead
in the highest replication degree).
5.3

Testbed

We have deployed Guardian on a cluster of 25 Amazon
Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) machines, each of which
has 16 vCPUs, 30GB memory and 320GB SSD. Those 25
machines are treated as a cluster of slave machines running
in the cloud. Each machine is running YARN NM and a
Data Node (DN) for HDFS. Another machine is treated
as the master machine on which YARN’s RM, Guardian’s
scheduler, Guardian’s verifier and HDFS Name Node (NN)
are running. We specify the size of each container to have
1 vCPU and 2GB memory. The cap that we specify for
each NM to work on is 20GB memory. This will result in
each node having a total computation power of 20/2=10
containers. If a machine is fully loaded, it will run all these
10 containers which will result in 20GB load and 10vCPUs
load in theory. This will leave 10GB memory and 6vCPUs
free in each machine just to give the NM and HDFS DN
processes plenty of room to work without any congestion. In
a fully saturated cluster situation, there will be 25 machines

each running 10 containers which will result in a total of 250
containers running simultaneously.
5.4

Benchmarks & Applications

We have evaluated Hadoop MR, Pig, Tez and Spark on top
of Guardian using the following applications. All of these
benchmarks were run on datasets of ∼ 100GB size.
Elections: This application is used to count the votes of polls
in an election process. The application goes through all
election results that are collected from all poll locations
in the country, running MR on them to know which
president won the elections. This is a good example
of a time sensitive mission-critical big data application,
where users are willing to give all their resources and
computation power to finish their jobs in a very limited
time, and they want to make sure that the results are not
corrupted by a malicious user. Usually, elections happen
early in the morning, and the results are announced before
the end of the business day.
Dictionary: Takes English, French, German, Spanish, and
Italian dictionaries for a set of words as an input. Outputs
each English word with its translations in these languages
in one line per word.
Word Median: Computes the median of records in a dataset.
TeraSort: This application samples the input data (produced
by another application TeraGen) and applies MR to sort
the data into a total order.
Pig Word Count: The word count application, written as a
Pig Latin script takes in text input, tokenizes it and counts
the number of occurrences of each word. The word and its
corresponding count is written as output. This Pig Latin
script gets compiled into a single MR job which is executed
on top of Guardian.
Pig Word Count + Sort: This application performs the word
count as described above and then sorts the word count
output. This Pig Latin job gets compiled into a two stage
MR job, where the word count output of the first phase
MR job is given as input to the second phase MR job. This
type of applications is important because it signifies the
importance of frameworks that can run scripts/application that can be compiled and run into multiple chained
jobs in sequence.
Tez Hash Join: An application written in Tez framework that
joins two data sets using Hash Join. The application
primarily consists of two input vertices that provides the
input streams to the third output vertex that does the join.
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Spark Page Rank: This is the well-known iterative page rank
algorithm (for ranking websites) running on Spark (cluster
mode) running on top of Guardian.
Completion Time

Figure 10a and Figure 10b show the delay in completion time
when there are container failures and AM failures during the
execution of the application, respectively. Container failure
refers to the failure of the machine that has containers
running on it but none of these containers is the AM
container. AM failure refers to the failure of the machine
that has the AM container running on it. We differentiate the
two cases because AMs are logically centralized components
instead of “one-of-many” components running worker tasks.
In Figure 10a, 10%-20% corresponds to the event of machine
failure that has containers running on it (none of which is
the AM container) while the application progress is between
10% -20%. In Figure 10b, 10%-20% corresponds to the event
of machine failure that has containers running on it (in which
one of them is the AM container) while the application
progress is between 10%-20%. (Tez application numbers are
scaled down 4 times to fit in the figures).
From the figures we can note the following:
• The delay in replication for completion time (in Figure 10) in Guardian is negligible compared to the completion time of the same application without replication
in the event of container failure or AM failure. This
demonstrates the benefits of replication for latencysensitive computation.
• Container failure and AM failure have more devastating effects on application completion time when the
application has done more progress than early stages
of the application progress. In other words, the effects
of the event of machine crash that happens later in
the life time of the application has more devastating
effects than having it earlier in the lifetime of the
application. This is expected, since YARN only saves
the work of the finished containers, and does not have
a checkpointing mechanism for saving the work of the
running containers. So if a machine crashes while the
containers are running on it, all the work that was done
by these containers will be lost. Hence, if an application
has containers that are working on long running tasks,
crashing those containers later in time will have a worse
impact than crashing them earlier.
• AM failure entails more delay than ordinary container
failure if they both fail at the same time of the application progress. To explain why the AM failures have
more overhead than a single container failure, it is
important to mention that in the event of AM failure, all
running containers will also fail. After the AM timeout
and restart, the new AM that will take its place does not
have any information about the containers that were
running during the previous AM failure. Hence the
progress of all containers that were running at that time
is lost and they have to be restarted again.
• Although not shown in the figures, we ran the same Tez
Hash Join application on earlier versions of Tez and we
noticed that the application failed to recover the AM
after the AM failure. After investigating the issue, it

Fig. 11: Replication Overhead
turned out that that version of Tez had some problems
in failure recovery that was under development. Since
Tez was still in an incubating phase, it is not surprising
that it faced such defects which were fixed in later
versions of it. But this highlights the importance of
Guardian especially for big data frameworks that are
still in incubating phase and are not fully stable.
5.6

Replication Overhead

Figure 11 shows the completion times of running replications
for the benchmarks that we ran on Guardian. The average
latency overhead, which is mainly due to creating replicas
and verifying results, is around 6%. This is assuming that
the cluster is uncongested. In case the cluster is saturated
and the resources are congested then the replicas have to
wait for free resources to be able to run on the cluster.
A comparison of application finish time (for the Elections
application) in both congested and uncongested environment is shown in Figure 12. It is expected that running
replicas of the same application will require twice the
resources in case of tolerating Crash failures, and four times
the resources in case of tolerating Byzantine failures. This is
inherited from replication itself.
Figure 13 shows the financial
expense of running specific jobs 180
Applicatoin finish time
160
on Guardian with replication de- 140
Application finish time
gree 2. We compute the cost for 120 (congested)
100
running a job by enumerating 80
the cost of an EC2 instance over 60
40
the time taken for completion of 20
0
that job. As expected, the cost of
r=1
r=2
r=3
r=4
Number of Replicas
running a job on Guardian with
Fig. 12: Congested
replication degree of 2 is higher
Environment
than running the job on YARN
(which does not make use of replication). In YARN, if the AM
container fails after the application has progressed beyond
70%, the cost of the job becomes comparable to the cost of
running the job on Guardian. To be precise, the Elections,
Dictionary , P igW ordCount and P igW ordCount + Sort
applications show higher cost for YARN when AM failures
occur after 70%. The analysis also shows that the cost of
container failures increases when failures occur during later
stages of the application.
Job Completion Time (m)

5.5

5.7

Job Completion Time vs Job Completion Cost

To show the trade off between the fast recovery of Guardian
and the extra cost that Guardian uses, we compared the
job completion time vs job completion cost in Figure 14 for
some applications. In Figure 14 the x-axis is the same as
the y-axis in Figure 13 which is the cost of job completion,
whereas the y-axis in Figure 14 is the same as the y-axis in
Figure 10a which is the job completion time under different
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Fig. 13: Cost of running a job on YARN with and without failure v.s. Guardian with Replication Degree 2

•

•

•

Fig. 14: Cost Vs Time
task progress failures in YARN. Each of the applications in
Figure 14 has 5 points in the plot. The points that grow
linearly and are in the upper circle in the figure represent job
completion times/costs in increasing task failure progress
running in vanilla YARN. The points that are inside the
lower circle in the figure represent job completion times/costs for the same applications with one failure but running
under Guardian.
The point of the figure is to show that the financial cost
for completing a job keeps increasing linearly with task
failures, and the increase of the financial cost is proportional
with the progress of the task at the time of failure. The
exception is in Guardian (with 1 failure) where the job
completion time is almost as fast as vanilla YARN without
failures but more expensive due to using more resources to
run another replica.
This pattern also applies to AM completion time under
different AM progress failures (Figure 10b) but not shown in
another figure (similar to Figure 14) just to save space.
5.8

•

•

•

Hybrid Verification

To test the effectiveness of the Hybrid Approach, we ran it on
three applications from three frameworks (Hadoop, Tez and
Spark). We tested Blocking Verify, Non Blocking Verify and
Hybrid Verify in both with and without failures scenarios
and the results are shown in Figure 15.
•

Without failures, Blocking Verify takes longer to finish
than both Non Blocking Verify and Hybrid Verify. This
is expected since Blocking Verify will never execute next
stage tasks until current stage tasks are fully verified.
Whereas, The Non-Blocking (Optimistic) verification is
always faster than both Blocking where there are no
failures. This is due to the fact that Non-Blocking mode
will never hold and wait for the majority to form even if

5.9

the previous stage haven’t yet formed a majority (such
as in the Hybrid approach).
Without failures, Hybrid Verify is almost as fast as
NonBlocking Verify since in most stages the verification
of the previous stage is finished before the processing
of the current stage task is done.
With failures, Blocking Verify will take longer time than
Blocking Verify without failures since it will need more
time to restart the corrupted stage tasks and do their
verification again.
With failures, in case of Spread of Corruption, both
Blocking Verify and Hybrid Verify are faster than NonBlocking Verify with failures but not as fast as NonBlocking Verify without failures. This is because NonBlocking Verify restarts the application in case of Spread
of Corruption whereas both Blocking Verify and Hybrid
Verify can continue from the last correct stage.
With failures, Hybrid Verify can detect where is the
faulty stage since it switched the following stage to
Blocking Verify. Once Hybrid Verify detects the corrupted stage, it will restart its tasks which will add more
time to the total finish time by an amount of restarting
and re-executing the corrupted tasks and redoing its
verification (recall the verification is done in parallel to
next stage execution, so next stage execution time does
not increase the overhead).
Note that application re-execution never happens neither in Blocking Verify nor in Hybrid Verify since both
of them have ways to detect failures and recover from
them ‘on the spot‘ while Non Blocking Verify may
continue processing corrupted data which may lead to
spread of corruption and restarting the application.
Hybrid Verify is faster than Blocking Verify in case
of failures because Hybrid Verify can take advantage
of switching to pure Non-Blocking verification in case
previous stage results were verified before the current
stage finished processing; which is the most common
case in big data frameworks. In other words, Hybrid
Verify takes advantage of both worlds, Blocking Verify
and Non-Blocking Verify. In the best case (no failures),
it will be as fast as Non-Blocking Verify but in the
worst case (with failures) it avoids the catastrophic
phenomena of Spread of Corruption.
Mesos Prototype

In this section, we will go over a prototype of Guardian built
on Mesos. The idea is to show a proof of concept of Guardian
on more than one RMS. The design and the implementation
of Guardian with Mesos is based on the design shown in
Figure 7 in Section 4.2.1. The main difference between Mesos
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compared to YARN. As noted before, Mesos uses the
resource offers system compared to YARN (which uses
the common resource request system). The problem that
we noticed is that Mesos reserves more resources than
YARN due to the resource offers system that Mesos uses.
The root cause of this problem is the fact that Mesos
’reserves’ the resources that Mesos uses in its resource
offers before offering these resources to the frameworks.
For example, Figure 17 shows the total memory (in GB) reserved vs the
total memory actually used for the
Hadoop word-count application we
used on Mesos. Sometimes Mesos reFig. 15: Hybrid Verification with and without failures.
serves some resources that end up not
and many other RMSs (including YARN) is that Mesos uses used by any framework because no
the resource offers system compared to the resource request application in any framework needs
system used in other RMSs. This makes it more challenging to consume all the resources offered Fig. 17: Memory
to schedule replicas of the same task on different machines. by Mesos Allocation Module which reserved vs used
To solve this problem, we propose the idea of ’resource results in temporarily ’wasting’ some
in Mesos
of the resources reserved. This probbundles’ that is explained in details in Section 4.2.1.
In this prototype, we used Hadoop on top of Mesos with lem doesn’t happen in YARN since YARN uses the resource
Guardian. We used the well-known word count application request system and YARN only reserves resources that are
in this prototype as a proof of concept. We ran the application explicitly requested from a certain application running on a
on a similar evaluation environment used in YARN with framework running on YARN. The same problem happens
Guardian (Section 5.3). It is worth noting that Mesos uses with other kind of resources (e.g. CPU cores), but it is not
‘Executors’ instead of ’Containers’ as in YARN. Conceptually, shown for space consideration. In all the evaluations that
they are both considered the ’Execution Unit’ of each of the we had on YARN, we never noticed that YARN reserves any
RMSs. A failure is simulated by killing all Mesos tasks and resources unless if the resources are being clearly requested
executors running on a slave machine just to simulate a by a certain framework.
Optimizing resource offers based RMSs is an interesting
machine failure in a cluster. The general workflow for Mesos
research
direction for future work. But it seems that Mesos
tasks working on Guardian is very similar to YARN tasks
is
the
only
RMS that uses this system compared to the more
working on Guardian (shown in Figure 9). First stage tasks
common
resource
request system that is used in YARN.
(e.g. mappers) send the output to second stage tasks (e.g.
Moreover,
almost
all
frameworks that work on Mesos work
reducers) after getting the data verified from the verifier.
on YARN, but not the other way around [6].
The main results
for Hadoop on Mesos
with Guardian are
6 D ISCUSSION
shown in Figure 16
6.1 Transparency
(note that the y-axis
Guardian’s design was carefully selected from multiple
starts from minute
design options, each of which has its own advantages and
20). The approach we
disadvantages. The goal of achieving FT at the level of
used in injecting failan RMS is to make the FT support for the framework as
ures is similar to the
transparent as possible. This could be achieved, in theory,
approach we used
by intercepting all the communications between all the
in Figure 10 to simtasks, JobManagers, FW Schedulers, AMs, NMs and the RM.
ulate container and
Practically though, intercepting all the network I/O and disk
AM failures in difI/O traffic will lead to a substantial overhead that could be
ferent progress times.
Fig. 16: Hadoop on Mesos
avoided if we reduce the transparency of the design, i.e., by
As expected, having
with Guardian
moving some of the FT logic to the framework itself. The
another replica running on a different machine will improve recovery time since reason why we need to intercept the communications in
there is no need to wait for the task to timeout, restart on the first place is to be able to verify the output of the task
another machine and redo all the work that was done before replicas. This is done either by verifying the outputs on the
fly, or checking them using an independent verifier process.
the machine crash.
The other reason why a fully transparent solution is
During the evaluations we ran on Mesos with Guardian,
infeasible is the fact that some frameworks are developed in
we faced some problems and issues that we didn’t face in
a way that will run multiple tasks inside one container in
YARN. These issues are discussed in the following section.
YARN. This means that the mapping between a framework’s
Over-Allocation of Mesos Resources
tasks and YARN containers is not a one-to-one mapping:
One of the problems we noticed while evaluating each task will run on a separate container by itself withGuardian on Mesos is the amount of resources reserved out having more than one task in that container. This is
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Fig. 18: Replication through the Node Manager
true for some frameworks such as Hadoop and Tez; each
mapper and reducer in Hadoop runs in a separate YARN
container and each Tez task runs in a separate container
as well. On the other hand, Storm and Spark are examples
of frameworks that launch multiple tasks in one container.
In Spark, each YARN container will run an executor that
will keep running for the lifetime of the application. The
Spark AM will communicate with the executors to launch
Spark tasks (e.g. RDD transformations) on these executors,
so it is not unusual to have multiple Spark tasks running
on one executor (container). Running multiple tasks in
one container makes a fully transparent solution infeasible,
because even by intercepting all network I/O and disk I/O
at each YARN container, that does not mean that we are
intercepting the communication of individual tasks, instead
we may be intercepting the communication of a group of
tasks running in one container. This is also projected into
Mesos as well, where multiple Spark transformations or
Storm tasks can run in one Mesos Executor (similar to one
YARN container).
Finally, another reason why a fully transparent solution
is infeasible is due to the fact that starting multiple replicas
of the same task (for frameworks that do not have a one-toone container-to-task mapping) is not possible to be done in
a transparent way. To discuss this, please look at Figure 18.
In this figure, steps 1 and 2 are already inherited from
vanilla YARN. They resemble the steps that an AM takes to
launch tasks on containers. Whenever an AM has some tasks
that need to run in the cluster, the AM will ask the RM for
some containers on which to launch these tasks. The RM will
respond back to the AM with a group of allocated resources
(containers). The AM will then communicate with the NMs
of the machines that have these containers to launch the
tasks. One design option is to change the behavior of the NM
such that whenever it receives a task launch request from
the AM, the NM will try to replicate this launch request to
other NMs automatically without any intervention from the
AM. The NM will do that after it negotiates with the RM for
containers on other machines (step 3). Doing this will help
replicate the frameworks tasks in a transparent way (step
4) without any changes done to the framework itself and
without any intervention from the framework developers.
This design may work for frameworks that have one-toone task-to-container relation, but for others (e.g., Spark)
it will not work because the NM can no longer intercept
the task launching event (step 2 in Figure 18) because the
AM in these frameworks will launch tasks on the containers
(e.g., executors in Spark) directly without going through
the NM. In other words, the AM will launch Spark’s tasks
(transformations) by contacting the executor directly, so the
NM will not have any information about the tasks that
need to be replicated. This is also the case for Mesos (not

shown in the figure) where some Framework Schedulers can
launch tasks directly into their frameworks JobManagers
while skipping Mesos Allocation Module all together.
Due to the aforementioned reasons, we conclude that
having a fully transparent design for Guardian is infeasible.
Hence, we moved to a less transparent solution in which
some changes have to be done to the framework itself,
through a set of simple API calls (Section 4.1.2), to have
the benefits of Guardian FT.
6.2

Nondeterminism

Identifying sources of nondeterminism is important for the
success of any framework running on Guardian. It is outside
the scope of this paper to provide optimal techniques to deal
with nondeterminism. Full implementation and evaluation
of such techniques will be addressed in future work but here
we highlight the sources of nondeterminism so application
developers using Guardian are aware of them. The focus of
this section is on nondeterminism resultant from replication,
not from the explicit use of nondeterministic features such as
random numbers or the usage of machine local environment
variables (such as time). In all the following frameworks, if
the application itself is nondeterministic then replication will
also produce nondeterministic results. For instance, most
Spark operations take as input a user provided function that
can be any arbitrary function. It is important to realize that
if these functions (which from the perspective of our system
are black boxes) contain nondeterministic statements, the
Spark application will also be nondeterministic.
6.2.1 Nondeterminism in Hadoop
There are two main sources of nondeterminism in the stages
between the map and reduce tasks; one in the (optional)
combine stage (Mappers→
− Combiners), and the other is in
the shuffling stage where values for the same key are aggregated into lists (Shuffling→
− Reducers). Nondeterminism
− Combiners) when
happens in the former case (Mappers→
values for the same key are being aggregated (combined).
This aggregation is nondeterministic because there is no
sorting of the values for each key. So each key will have a list
of values, but these values could be combined in different
orders in different runs. A similar problem exists causing
nondeterminism in the latter case (Shuffling→
− Reducers)
where values within the same key are not sorted in a specific
order. Instead, different runs of the same MR application
could produce different orderings of the same list.
These two primary sources of nondeterminism are not
the only sources of nondeterminism in MR programs. Many
approaches/papers already exist for analyzing nondeterminism in MR programs [25, 54, 55]. Xiao et al. [54] found
5 major patterns of nondeterminism derived from 13,311
real-world MR applications. These five major patterns are:
SingleItem, IndexValuePair, MaxRow, FirstN and StrConcat.
The authors do not mention explicitly how to prevent them,
but what can be noted is that four of them can be resolved
by having a secondary sort stage in the shuffle phase.
Only one of them (the IndexValuePair) is not fixed by the
secondary sort. Instead, the developer has to be careful in
his/her applications not to violate this case. (Briefly, the
problem in this case is the data are no longer produced in
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hKey,hList_of_Valuesii form. Instead, there are multiple lists
of values within the same key (e.g. hKey,hList_of_Values1,
List_of_Values2ii) so sorting just one of the lists of values
will not solve the problem).
6.2.2 Nondeterminism in Tez
Contrary to Hadoop and Spark, Tez suffers from lack of
documented resources due to the fact that Tez is a relatively
newer platform than both Hadoop and Spark. Hence, Tez
nondeterminism has not been addressed before in any work
that we are aware of. To begin with, Tez is an execution
engine that can run both MR jobs and jobs that are written
as DAGs (of vertices and edges). There are three major
sources in Tez that we suspect will cause nondeterminismṪhe first source of nondeterminism in Tez is inherited
from any nondeterminism operation that can happen from
the MR applications that run on top of it. For example, the
nondeterminism in shuffling discussed in Section 6.2.1 in
MR will also be there for MR jobs executed in Tez.
The second source of nondeterminism in Tez is in applications that use different types of Tez edges. In Tez DAGs
there are three major types of edges: One-to-One, Broadcast
and Scatter-Gather. From these three types of edges, the
last two could cause nondeterminism. In these two cases,
the problem may happen when partitions from different
input edges meet at the task input at the next stage vertex.
The question here is whether those partitions are ordered
in a certain way or are they first-come-first-serve. Note that
the ’scattering’ (in Scatter-Gather) is deterministic because
producer tasks (i.e. tasks of the first stage) scatter data into
shards which are gathered by consumer tasks (tasks of the
next stage). The ith shard from all producer tasks routes to
the ith consumer task. Tracking down Tez’s code we found
that multiple threads write to the consumers list of inputs
without a specific order (i.e. whenever the input is ready).
Thus this list could cause nondeterminism for the order of
inputs consumed by the consumer tasks.
Finally, the third source of nondeterminism in Tez is
due to the Map-Reduce-Reduce (MRR) feature in Tez which
allows jobs that have more than one reduce stage to be
combined into one MR job. Nondeterminism may occur
in this case if the second shuffling phase (between the
two reduce stages) is also nondeterministic similar to the
first shuffling phase between the mappers and the reducers
(recall the first shuffling is nondeterministic for the values
as we discussed in Section 6.2.1).
6.2.3 Nondeterminism in Spark
Spark, while providing an interface more general than
Hadoop and Tez, still inherits several design concepts from
MR. In particular, many Spark operations require a shuffle,
similar to the shuffle found in Hadoop between the map
and reduce stages, in order to co-locate data required to
compute results on the same machine. Spark has classified
the operations that trigger all-to-all communication warranting a shuffle. These include: repartitioning functions on
RDDs such as repartition() and coalesce(), ByKey
operations (e.g. groupByKey), and join operations [8].
Shuffling can cause nondeterminism because the ordering of keys within partitions is based on the order
of arrival in the all-to-all communication, which may

change based on network conditions. To counter this,
Spark developers recommend using certain sorting functions (such as sortBy() to completely sort an RDD, and
repartionAndSortWithinPartitions() to simultaneously sort partitions during a repartition) to provide consistent results across executions. The downside to this is that
there is the performance hit involved in the extra sorting
stage. As such, it is recommended to code applications to
minimize the amount of shuffling wherever possible, and,
when performing an operation that triggers a shuffle, to sort
the relevant RDD(s) afterwards.
Apart from the shuffling, a few transformations and
actions can lead to nondeterministic results due to the use
of PseudoRandom Number Generators (PRNG). For example, the sample transformation uses java.util.Random
internally and is thus inherently nondeterministic. Similarly randomSplit, randomSampleWithRange and
takeSample are nondeterministic operations.

7

R ELATED W ORK

One of the closely related works to our research is Google
Kubernetes [5]. Done in collaboration with many leading
software companies such as Google, Microsoft, IBM and
RedHat, Kubernetes helps in orchestrating and managing
Docker containers. It also provides replication for Docker
containers that run as services. Mesos and YARN containers,
on the other hand, does not have any option for active state
replication and verification. Guardian tries to fill this gap by
providing Mesos and YARN users an option to replicate their
containers. Moreover, Kubernetes focuses on the replication
of pods which can be an application or a service. Whereas
Guardian has finer FT granularity that tolerates failures at
the tasks level. Furthermore, Kubernetes doesn‘t verify the
state and the correctness of the replicated tasks, instead it
just blindly replicates a service or a pod to keep the service
running in case the master has failed.
Active replication in batch processing frameworks has
been studied before in several works [17, 23, 24, 48, 51],
but was mainly targeted towards Hadoop. Costa et al.
[23] present BFTMapReduce, extension to MR that tolerates
arbitrary and Byzantine faults. To this end, BFTMapReduce
runs f + 1 replicas of map and reduce tasks in a normal
run, in order to be more efficient than typical Byzantine
replication. In case the replicas disagree on the output (e.g., a
Byzantine failure), the tasks restart. This uses fewer resources
in total, but suffers an additional cost of re-execution in the
case of any fault. BFTCloud [58] uses dynamic replication
techniques to tolerate various failures. Stephen and Eugster
[48] introduce ClusterBFT, a system to secure computations
being run in the cloud for Hadoop. Similar to Guardian,
ClusterBFT provides variable replication degrees to satisfy
varying FT requirements; however, unlike ClusterBFT, which
is built for Hadoop specifically, Guardian yields a generic
FT mechanism (through the Guardian foundation) that
allows many frameworks to run their applications with
configurable FT properties.
Group communication primitives are strong building
blocks used for developing FT distributed systems such as
state machine replication (see [26, 44] for a comprehensive
lists of these primitives). A group communication primitive
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ensures certain guarantees among input messages (e.g.,
totally ordering all input messages) while tolerating certain
number of failures. However, there is no need to (totally
or causally) order concurrent inputs among replicas of a
component in Guardian since components are very simple
compared to processes in a group communication system.
Consequently, Guardian does not need an exhaustive set of
primitives for ensuring different ordering guarantees among
messages under different assumptions.
We still have an edge over all the related work because,
to the best of our knowledge, none of the related work
targets FT at the RMS level and none of the related work
targets the three objectives that Guardian has (genericity,
low overhead and reusability). One may find some systems
that achieve two out of three objectives but not the three
objectives together. For instance, it is possible to find a
customizable reliable approach that targets one particular
framework at a time, but doesn‘t achieve reliability for any
other framework other than that particular framework.

8

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

As cloud computing becomes more ubiquitous, so does the
need for robust FT systems. The rise of the RMS presents
a new avenue for the development of generic solutions for
FT that are also adaptable to many failure models. We have
proposed Guardian, a new design for FT in the cloud, which
promotes an emphasis on dependable resources, as well
as configurability. We have shown that Guardian satisfies
its goals: genericity, low-overhead and reusability. We also
elaborated how can Guardian be adapted towards the two
most common RMSs: Mesos and YARN. Our evaluations
show that Guardian has low-overhead in unsaturated environments, and that the overhead of replication is far more
beneficial than the penalties incurred from failures in RMSs
without replication. From the evaluations we noted that
Guardian improved completion time by around 68% in the
presence of failures, while maintaining around 6% overhead.
We also noted that AM failure causes more damage than task
failure (at same fault injection time), and EC2 cost becomes
comparable when application fails at > 70% progress. We
also concluded that Guardian is good for frameworks in
incubating phase. We‘ve also introduced a new ‘Hybrid‘ verification approach that takes advantage of both the Blocking
and NonBlocking verification models while avoiding each of
the models drawbacks. Moreover, we discussed three major
reasons why a fully transparent design will not achieve
Guardian’s purposes. Many causes of nondeterminism has
also been analyzed in three major big data frameworks
(Hadoop, Tez and Spark). In the future, we plan to build a
trust management component that plugs into the verifier and
computes a per node trust metric based on multiple system
parameters (job completion time, CPU usage, etc.). Trust
values can then be used by the scheduler to flag suspicious
nodes or schedule time sensitive tasks.
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